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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
EMMIIT G. LATTA, OF SYRACUSE, NEW YORK, ASSIGNOR OF ONE-HALE TO HARVEY A. 

MOYER, OF SYRACUSE, NEW YORK. 
RIBBON MECHANISM FOR TYPE-WRITING MACHINES, 

933,186. specification of Letters Patent. Paten ted Sept. 7, 1909. 
Application filed March 8, 1907. Serial No. 361,203. 

To all whom it may concern: . 
IBe it known that I, Ehr MIT G. LATTA, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Syracuse, in the county of Onondaga and 
State of New York, have invented a new 
and useful Improvement in Ribbon Mech 
anisms for Type-Writing Machines, of which 
the following is a specification. 
This invention relates more particularly 

to ribbon-operating mechanisms for type. 
writing machines of the visible writing kind 
in which the ribbon is vibrated to and from 
the printing position opposite to or over the 
printing point on the platen, so as to expose 
the writing to view except when the ribbon 
is in the printing position. - 
The invention is directed to improvements 

in the means for guiding and vibrating the 
ribbon, for feeding it lengthwise, and for 
reversing the direction of feed of the ribbon. 
The invention is illustrated in connection 

with a front-strike machine but some of the 
features thereof are also applicable to other 
forms of typewriters and to other writing 
or printing machines employing a ribbon. , 
One of the primary objects of the inven 

tion is to adapt a typewriting machine for 
the ready production of writing in different 
colors or kinds of ink. To this end, in the 
preferred embodiment of the invention, the 
machine is equipped with a plurality of rib. 
bons, preferably two, carrying inks of differ 
ent colors or characteristics, which are ar 
ranged to pass the printing point one in 
front of the other or over the other, as re 
gards the printing point, through vibrating 
guides. The guides vibrate the ribbons to 
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gether toward and from the printing posi 
tion and are adapted to be adjusted or 
shifted to hold one ribbon in position for 
use, and the other ribbon in an inoperative 
position. Means are also provided whereby 
either ribbon can be retained without vibra 
tion in the printing position when it is not 
desired to expose the writing after each im 
pression, or both ribbons can be held without: 
vibration out of printing position when it is 
desired to use the machine for stencil cut ting. Means are also provided whereby, if 
preferred, a single it. carrying inks of 
different kinds or colors on separate fields or 
portions thereof, or carrying the same ink 
throughout, can be used instead of the two 
ribbons, and adjusted to place one or the 
other portion thereof in position for use, 

whether the ribbon be vibrated toward and 
from the printing point or retained in print. ing position. 
Other objects of the invention are to fur 

nish the machine with a ribbon shift key 60 
adapted by successive like movements thereof 
to shift the ribbons to first place one and then 
the other in position for use, or, in the case 
of a single ribbon, to first place one and 
then the other portion thereof in position 65 
for use; also to employ a separate pair of 
spools for each ribbon, where a plurality of 
ribbons are used, with a common driving 
and reversing mechanism therefor; also to . 
provide differential drive gearing for the 70 
ribbons whereby the tension on the ribbons 
will be equalized; also to provide drive and 
reversing mechanisms of simple, light run 
ning and durable construction; also to pro 
vide mechanism by which the movement of 75 
the ribbon is reversed automatically by the 
carriage driving power and without undue 
strain on the ribbon; also to provide means 
for rendering both the ribbon vibrating and 
feeding mechanisms inactive; and to im- 80 
prove ribbon mechanisms in other respects 
which will be hereinafter described and set 
forth in the claims. 
In the accompanying drawings, consisting 

of five sheets: Figure 1 is a fragmentary 85 
central longitudinal sectional elevation E. 
size) of a front-strike typewriting machine provided with ribbon in SAN embodying 
the invention. Fig. 2 is a front elevation, 
partly in Section, thereof, in line 2-2, Fig. 1. 90 
Fig. 3 is a plan view of the ribbon mech 
"anism, the spools being removed, also show 
ing portions of the top plate partly in sec 
tion. Fig. 4-is a fragmentary plan view of 
the ribbon driving and reversing mechanism, 95 
and horizontal section of the top E. the 
spools and their ratchet wheels being re 
moved and the top plate and pawl carrier 
being partly broken out to disclose the un 
derlying parts. This view shows the revers- 100 
ing lever buckled to throw the feed mech 
anism... out of action. Figs. 5 and 6 are re spectively a fragmentary longitudinal, sec 
tion and cross-section of the reversing lever 
and top plate, in lines 5-5 and 6-6, re- 105 
spectively, Fig. 3. Fig. 7 is a sectional ele 
vation, on an enlarged scale, in line 7-7, 
Fig. 2, of the spools and their operating 
mechanism. Fig. 8 is a detail horizontal sec 
tional plan inline 8-8, Fig. 7. Fig. 9 is a 10 
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ribbon is held covering the printing 
5 

a 
fragmentary sectional elevation showing a. 
single ribbon with its spool and vibrating 
guide. Fig. 10 is a sectional elevation, on 
an enlarged scale, of the ribbon vibrator and 
guides. Fig. 11 is a rear elevation thereof, 
partly in section. Figs. 12 and 13 are front 
elevations of the two ribbon guides detached. 
Figs. 14 and 15 are respectively a plan view. 
and horizontal section, in line 15-15, Fig. 
10, of the vibrator and guides. Figs. 16 and 
17 are sectional elevations of the ribbon vi 
brating and shifting mechanism, the former 
showing the position of the parts, when the 

SE: and the latter when the ribbons are held be: 
low the printing point for stencil cutting. 

20 

portion of the key-board. 
- B represents the platen, 
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Like letters of reference refer to like parts. 
in the several figures. 
A. represents a portion of the frame of a 

typewriting machine, of which a is the top 
plate, and a? a crossbar at the upper or near 

C, Fig.1, the usual 
horizontally traveling carriage on which the 
platen is journaled, c the usual carriage driv 
ing spring drum, and D one of the type 
bars which are pivoted to hangers on a seg 
ment or curved support d. In the machine 
illustrated, the type-bars are each actuated 
by a finger key or key levers E, and auxiliary 
levere pivoted at one end, connected to the 
type bar at the other end and having a curved 

35 

or cam slot e' in which a stude on the key 
lever engages. This slot is so shaped that 
when the key lever is depressed the type-bar 
is started slowly and its motion is accelerated 

40 

as it approaches the platen. As shown by 
the dottedline positions in Fig. 1, the type 
bar is only moved about one-third of its travel by a depression of the key lever, one 
half of its full movement, the remaining 
two-thirds of the excursion of the type-bar ' being performed during the remaining half 

50 

of the movement of the key-lever. 
F represents the universal bar for the car 

riage escapement. The universal bar con 
sists of a rock-shaft arranged in rear of the 
...type-bar segment and having an arm if con: 
neeted to the carriage escapement f', and 
arms f', Figs, 1 and 2, which are operated 
by reciprocating actuators f through springs 
f4. 

mechanism the carriage escapement 

60 
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The actuators are arranged to be struck 
and moved rearwardly by the type-bars just 
before they strike the platen, or when they 

55 are in the substantially upright position in 
dicated by broken lines in E. 1. By this 

S 

tripped suddenly just prior to the impact 
of the type-bars with the platea, and very 
great speed of the machine is attainable. The 
type-bar action, the escapement and its ac 
tuating mechanism form no part of the in 
vention and are thus briefly described to 
show the relation between the same and the 
ribbon mechanism to be described later. Any 

the upper rear. portion of t 

the same r 
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other suitable means for producing similar 
results could be employed. 
The type-bars preferably carry upper and 

lower case type and the platen is normally 
retained in printing relation to one set of 
type and is shifted vertically into printing 
relation to the other type, for which pur R the cafiage is preferably supported 
y a shift frame G which is EE at g at e main frame 
and is raised and lowered by a pitman g,. 
Fig. 1, connected to an eccentric g” which is 
oscillated by a gear pinion g. thereon and a 
gear segment g secured to a rock shaft g' 
provided at opposite ends with rock-arms ge 
which bear on and are rocked by pivoted 
shift levers g located at opposite sides of the 
machine, see Figs. 1 and 2. The platen 
shifting also forms no part of the invention 
and any other suitable means for the pur 
pose could be used. . . 
HH represent the two ink ribbons. The 

ribbons are connected to suitable spools operated to feed them lengthwise, as will be 
later described. Preferably each ribbon is 
connected to a separate pair of spools, the 
spools h for one ribbon being arranged axi 
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ally over those h' for the other ribbon. The 
ribbons pass one in front of the other, or 
face to face in front of or opposite to the 
printing point, through suitable guides II 
also arranged one in front of the other in 
front of the platen. These guides are nor 
mally supported so that one will hold the 
E. portion of one ribbon above the other 

ribbon where the type can strike it and make 
the impressions without striking the lower 
ribbon, see Figs. 1 and 2. Both guides and 
ribbons are vibrated together and the guides 
can be shifted to 
uppermost. 
The ribbon guides are preferably sup 

ported and vibrated by the following 
mechanism: K, Figs. 1, 2, 10, 11 and 14-17, 
represents an upright vibrator arranged in 
front of the platen and secured at its lower 
end to an upright vibrator bar k which 

thus hold either ribbon 

passes through and is adapted to reciprocate 
vertically in a guide slot k' in the type-bar 
segment between the two central hangers 
and is connected at its lower end to a lever 
k on a horizontal rock-shaft k. Links k" 
pivoted at their rear ends to the top plate a 
and having connected front ends extending 
between and pivoted to rearwardly extend 
ing lugs on the vibrator, assist in supporting 
and guiding the vibrator. The rock-shaft 
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k is supported in suitable bearings on the 
rock arms g of the platen shifting mechan 
ism, so that when the shift frame is raised 
to shift the platen the rock shaft k with 
the vibrator connected thereto will be bodily 
raised and place the ribbons in substantially 

Ation to the platen when shifted 
as when in its lower position, shown in Fig. 

25 

30 
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has rearwardly-extending side armst fixed 
to the vibrator rock-shaft k. When any one 15 

988,186. 
1. The ribbon guides preferably have cen tral pointers k k°. The pointer of the 
higher guide normally stands opposite the 
lower edge of the scale k" on the carriage, 
to indicate the point for the next impression, 
and this pointer can be seen through an 
opening k, Fig. 2, in the vibrator, while 
the other pointer will be too low to be seen through said opening k. v 
L represents a universal bar or frame for 

operating the vibrator. It passes crosswise 
of the machine beneath the key levers E and 

of the type key-levers is depressed to actuate 
a type-bar it will depress the universal bar 
L, thereby rocking the vibrator rock shaft ki. 

20 

25 

to use the quickest known escapement and 
30 

and lifting the vibrator so that the upper 
ribbon covers the printing point just in ad 
vance of the arrival of the type-bar at the 
platen. The vibrator is thus vibrated with 
the uniform speed of the key lever which is 
not so rapid as the accelerated motion of the 
EPE or the carriage escapement univer Sa 

using separate universal bars for the vi brator and carriage escapement, it is possible 

vibrate the ribbon with a comparatively slow motion, thereby reducing wear on the yi 
brating mechanism and at the same time in 
crease the speed of the escapement by reliev 
E. its universal bar of the extra work of WO 
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by friction in either position, the guides be-, 
50 

ating the ribbon. A suitable spring l', Fig.1, connecting the vibrator lever k to 
an adjacent part of the frame A. normally 
holds the universal bar Lup against the key 
levers and returns it to this position and 
lowers the vibrator when the key lever is restored to the initial position. 
The ribbon guides II', which are shown 

detached in Figs, 12 and 13, are placed face 
to face and held against the rear side of the 
vibrator K by guide lugs m at the sides of 
the vibrator, see Figs, 11 and 15. The guides 
can be shifted up or down in the vibrator 
to change the ribbons, and they will be held 
ing preferably distorted in shape sufficiently 
to produce the necessary friction against the 
vibrator. . . . . 

The mechanism for shifting the guides is 
preferably constructed as follows: M, Figs. 

55 1, 10, 11 and 15, represents a small disk which is seated in a depression in the rear 
side of the vibrator in front of the ribbon 

60 

guides. The disk is pivoted by a screw m' 
a 

sing pins m”. 

... guides as to be at opposite sides of the cen 

$5. 
ter of said disk, and each guide has a large 
in the other guide. Each pin m° passe 

bar F actuated by the type-bar. By thus 

to the vibrator and has two rearwardly pro 
m. Each ribbon guide, see 

Figs. 12 and 13, has a horizontal slot impo 
therein, the two slots being so located in the From this it will 

: guides with th 
vibrator by opening in therein opposite to the slot on. ibbons 

8 

through the large opening m in one guide 
and the slot min the other guide, so that 
by turning the disk one guide will be moved 
up and the other down in the vibrator. m. represents a rod Ör strip of spring metal 
which passes vertically between the two cen 
tral type-bar hangers, being-guided by suit 
able brackets mm. on the segment. This 
rod, which is laterally flexible, terminates 
at its upper end in a V-shaped fork m, Fig. 
11, which normally stands below the lower 
of the two pins on the disk M. The lower 
end of the fork rod m is pivoted to the rear 
arm of a ribbon shift key or lever n' which 
is preferably located at the upper central part of the key-board and pivoted centrally 
to a bracket m' secured to the cross bar a. 
By depressing this key the fork-rod is raised 
and its fork engages the lower pin on the 
disk M, which, acting on the inclined side of 
the fork, deflects the rod until the pin bears 
in the crotch of the fork. In the further 
upward movement of the rod the fork partly 
turns'the disk M, thereby moving one guide 
up and the other (down, thus lowering the 
ribbon which was in position for use and 
raising the other ribbon in position for use, 

70 

86 

90 

or, in other words, reversing the position of 
the ribbons. The fork swings outwardly 
with the ascending-pin m” and passes the other pin without interference. 
When the ribbon shift lever m is released 

and it and the fork-rod are retracted to the normal position by the spring 'm', Fig. 1, 
connected to the lever, the fork strikes the 
then lower pin mand is held against assum 
ing its central position, but with the first 

95 

00 

upward movement of the vibrator the pin 
clears the fork and allows it to spring back 
under the pin ready to act on this pin at the 
next upward movement of the fork-rod, to 
again reverse the ribbons. Normally the 
fork remains stationary below the pins of 
the disk and does not interfere with the 
vibration of the ribbons. Thus the relation 
of the ribbons can be changed and the new 

108 

relation maintained by a single depression 
of the ribbon shift key, or the lower ribbon 
can be raised for one or more impressions 
and the other ribbon again restored by a 
second depression of the ribbon shift key. 
As before stated, the ribbon guides are held 

i5 

by triction in the adjusted positions in the 
vibrator. In shifting the ribbons the vi brator is therefore lifted to its limit before 20 the disk turns to make the shift. The range 
of movement of the ribbon shifting device is great enough to effect the shift when the 
platen and vibrator are raised to the upper. 
osition for printing upper case characters. 

ession of the 
position of the platen and that like move dless of the - 

25 
that the ribbon. 
shifted in the 

130. 
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sions. 

55 

the vibrator for the other two guides. 

65 
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ments of the same key always place a differ 
ent ribbon in position for use, irrespective 
of which ribbon is used. The operator does 
not have to choose between two different 
parts, or decide which way a part should be 
moved to place the desired ribbon for use, 
but has t y to depress the same key when 
ever a different ribbon is wanted, and this 
key is located near the upper central part 
of the keyboard where it can be operated 
easily and quickly. The disk M is the only 
part of the shift mechanism that vibrates, so 
that the vibrator as a whole is light and 
works easily. 

N, Fig. 9, represents a guide for a single 
ribbon adapted to be placed in the vibrator 
to replace the two guides H. H. This guide 
N is preferably longer than the other guides 
and inade for a wider ribbon, its object being 
to enable a single ribbon having two bands. 
or fields of different colors or inks, one over 
the other, to be used instead of two ribbons, as 
described. An ordinary single color ribbon 
can also be used with this guide when different 
colors or inks are not wanted. To substi 
tute this guide for the two guides. I I, the 
screw m' for the shifting disk M is removed 
and the guides raised in the vibrator until 
the disk can be withdrawn through a hole 
k' in the vibrator, when the guides can be 
pulled out of the upper end of the vibrator. 
The guide N has a slot n and a large open 
ing in which the pins of the disk M enter. 
By oscillating the disk M as before de 
scribed, the pin in the slot in shifts the guide 
alternately up and down by successive op 
erations of the shift key. This guide is pref 
erably made thick enough to fit snugly in 
the vibrator and be held by friction in either 
of its positions. It preferably has a double 
pointer n° which stands above or below the 
scale, according to the position of the guide. 
When the single ribbon is used its upper 
band or portion normally occupies the po 
sition of the upper of the two ribbons HH' 
and the actuation of the ribbon shift key 
places the upper portion of the ribbon oppo 
site the printing point, so that when the vi-. 
brator is lifted through the universal bar. 
I the lower portion of the ribbon will be 
struck by the type-bars to make the impres 

Thus a single ribbon with different 
fields can be operated in the same manner 
as the two ribbons and by the same mechan ism, by simply substituting the guide N in 
From Figs, 1 and 2 it will be seen that 

portions of the two ribbons overlap and 
only the upper portion of the upper ribbon 
is exposed above the lower ribbon, this be 
ing so no matter which ribbon is the higher 
the object being to limit the movemento 
the shifting device to the distance required 
to change the fields of the single ribbon, 
and also to permit the ribbons to pass 

point with the 

can be seen. 
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through the guides with as little deflection 
from the plane of the spools as possible. 
iFig.2 shows the ribbons in their normal 
position with the lower edge of the lower 
ribbon as far below the plane of the lower 
spools as the upper edge of the upper rib 
bon is above the plane of the upper spools, 
when the upper ribbon covers the printin 

platen in its upper or shifte 
position. -- 

O, IFigs. 1, 16 and 17, represents a sliding 
locking bar or device for the vibrator. This 
locking bar is arranged horizontally be 

70 

-75 

tween the two central auxiliary levers, with 
its rear end supported and guided in a part 
of the bracket in on the segment. A spring 
strip O' attached to the front end of the 

80 

lar extends forwardly beneath the cross 
bar (’ of the frame, having a rearwardly 
bent part or detent O which bears on the 
tending finger portion. O' for operating the 
locking bar. The detent O' is adapted to 
snap into either of three notches or de 
Eig 12, and 3, in the top of the cross bar a? to hold the locking bar in either of 
three 
O* which normally depends in front of the 

iversalbar:L, and a second leg O", pro 
vided at its lower end with an anti-friction 
roller, which normally depends in front of 
an upwardly-extending arm or part p on 
the vibrator lever k. This vibrator lever 
is preferably loose on the rock shaft k and 
the hub of the lever has a shoulder which 
is normally held against a pin p' on the 
rock-shaft by a spring p", see Fig. 3. This 
spring is stronger than the retracting spring 
l, for the vibratoi lever so that the lever is 
caused to oscillate with the rock shaft when 
the universal bar is operated. If the op 
erator does not care to see the printing 
after each impression and wants the higher 
speed of the machine with the lightest touch 
on the key levers, the universal bar L is 
depressed by one of the key levers and the 
locking bar O pushed rearwardly until its 
detent engages in the notch 2, as shown in 
Fig. 16. This places the depending leg O' 
over the universal bar and holds the latter 
down out of reach of the key levers, thereby 

85 
top of said cross bar, and an upwardly-ex 

90 

sitions. The locking bar has a leg 

95 
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15 

holding the vibrator up with one ribbon 
stationary opposite the printing point. As 
the ribbons pass F.Y.R. from the guides, 
all but the last word or two of the writing 
held the ribbon shift mechanism can be 
operated as described, to change the ribbons. 
When it is desired to use the machine for 
stencil cutting, the locking bar O is pushed 
rearyardly until its detent enga 
notch 3 in the crossbar a', as shown 

ges the 
- a- in Fig. 

17, after the universal bar has been de 
pressed, as before, which causes the de 
pending leg O' to engage the arm p of the 

When the vibrator is thus 

125 
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vibrator lever and swing the lever rear 
wardly and downwardly on the rock shaft 
A (which is permitted by the spring p). 
to a position to hold the vibrator down with 
the ribbons below the printing point. In 
this adjustment of the locking bar its leg O' 
holds the universal bar down so that there 
is no tendency to lift the ribbon except as 
the carriage shift mechanism is operated 
and lifts the vibrator rock shaft. This 
movement of the rock-shaft cannot lift the 
ribbon to the printing position. The anti 
friction roller on the leg O' of the rocking 
bar, permits the arm p of the vibrator lever 
to move with less friction in shifting the 
carriage than if the roller were not used. 
When the parts are thus adjusted for stencil 
cutting, the finger portion O of the lockin 
bar stands under the ribbon shift lever an 
locks the latter against movement. The 
ribbon guides are restored for use by simply 
pulling the locking bar forward to the first 
or -second notches in the cross bara', de 

25 

30 
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pending upon whether the ribbons are to be 
vibrated or retained stationary in printin 
position. In the vibrator mechanism de 
scribed the ribbons vibrate together and do not chafe each other as in prior, construc 
tions, in which one ribbon vibrates inde 
pendently of the other. The vibrator and guides are equally adapted for use with 
two ribbons wound face to face on a single 
pair of spools instead of on the separate | pairs of spools shown. 
The feed mechanism for the ribbons is 

preferably constructed as follows: The spools 
h for one ribbon H are arranged directly 
over the spools h; for the other ribbon H' 
on a single pair of upright shaftsRR' which are journaled at opposite sides of the front 
portion of the machine in bearings r depend 
ing from the top plate a. The top plate preferably has depressions r forming seats 
for the spools. The spools are alike, see 
Fig. 7, and each preferably consists of oppo 
site disks connected by a central hub 7' which 
is surrounded by a sheet metal tuber that 

50 

serves to space the disks apart and form a 
core for the attachment of the ribbon. The 
adjacent ends of the spools on each shaft 
are preferably recessed centrally and each 
spool is provided in said recess with a bevel 
gear wheel r" formed by teeth on the hub of 

60 

the spool. A small bevel pinion r is ar 
ranged between the two spools and meshes 
with the bevel gear wheels r of the spools. 
This pinion is journaled on a perforated 
plate r", Figs. 7 and 8, which surrounds a 
sleeve a loose on the spool shaft and has a projection or key engaging in a vertical key 
way, in said sleeve. This sleeve is formed 
with or attached to a ratchet wheel and is, 

65 

together with the spools, held on the spool 
shaft by a screw or other devicer. This ratchet wheel is operated to rotate the spools, 

arranged horizontally beneath and 

its motion being transmitted to the spools 
through the bevel pinion and gear wheels 
which constitute a differential gearing which 
permits the spool having the least tension on 
its ribbon to overrun the other spool and thereby automatically equalize the tension 
on the two ribbons. The spools are thus pref 
erably geared together to equalize their ten 
sion, but the ribbon feeding and reversing 
mechanism about to be described could be 
used with the spools connected in any other 
way or with a single spool on each shaft. A 
beneath the ratchet wheel and carries a pawl 
r which is pressed against the ratchet wheel 
by a suitable spring hidden in the pawl. 
SS', Figs. 1, 2 and 3, represent two hori 

zontal feed levers pivoted between their ends. on lugs depending from the top plate and 
having toothed segments s s' at their front 
ends which mesh with gear segments s” se, , 
cured to the lower ends of the spool shafts, 

5 . 
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75 

pawl carrier r is fixed to each spool shaft 

80 

85 

one in front of and the other in rear of the 
spool shafts. The rear ends of the feedle vers are connected by a bars provided with 
a toothed rack projecting up through a slot ... 
s' in the top plate and meshing with a pin 
ions which is secured to and rotates with the driving spring drum for the carriage. 
A rollers' journaled on a lug on the under 

90 

95 side of the top plate holds the toothedrackin proper mesh with the pinions". The driving 
spring drum thereforturns both spool shafts 

O N . . . whenever the carriage is moved, slowly turn 
ing. the shafts, in the opposite directions, as 
indicated by the arrows in Fig. 3, when the 
carriage moves step by step to the left in 

100 

printing and reversing the motion of the 
shafts when the carriage is set back for a new 
line. Both feed pawls r oscillate back and 1 
forth with the spool shafts, one of them be- '' 

against its ratchet ing held by its sprin 
105 

wheel to turn said wheel and the adjacent 
spools, while the other pawl is held away. 
from its ratchet wheel so as to have no effect 110 thereon, by a reversing lever TT which is 
centrally to the front portion of 
ends surrounding the spool shafts above the 
ratchet wheels. 
In the position of the lever shown in Fig. 

3, the circular portion of the loop t' is con 
centric with the left-hand spool shaft and 
engages an upright lugt on the tail of the 

Ry, t e. top. plate. The lever has loops t t at opposite 
115 

120 adjacent feed pawl and holds this pawl away 
from the rathet wheel, while the corre sponding part of the other loop t” is located 
far enough to the rear not to engage the lug. 
t on the adjacent feed pawl. ' . 
tion of the lever, therefore, the right-hand 
ratchet wheel and spools are rotated to wind 

In this posi 

the ribbon thereon, and the other ratchet 
wheel and spools are:freed so that the rib bons w ll unwind therefrom. Dogs t4. piv. 

125 

  



oted on the looped ends of the reverse lever 
are employed for holding the ratchet wheels 
from backward movement in the return move 
ments of the driving pawls r". Spring. 

right lugt and the loop of the reverse lever 
at the unwinding spools bears against this 
lug and holds the dog away from its ratchet 

10. not to interfere with the free movement of 
this ratchet wheel. To reverse the direction 
of feed of the ribbons it is only necessary to 
shove the forward end of the shift lever (the 
left end in Fig. 3) to the rear, whereby the 
left-hand feed pawl and dog are freed' and 
allowed to engage their ratchet wheel, while 
the right-hand feed pawl and dog are held 
by the right-hand loop out of operative posi 
tion. The shift lever is preferably provided 
near opposite ends with depending finger 
pieces t for shifting it, and also with in 
clined depressions tbelow holding screwst, 
Figs.-3, and 4, depending from the top plate. 
The shift lever is of spring temper and when 
moved to either position, the conical or 
rounded end of one of the holding screwst 
will snap into the adjacent depression is in 
the lever, and hold it stationary. The feed 
of the ribbons may be reversed manually by 
these means without additional parts, but 
automatic reversing mechanism is preferably 
employed, which will be presently described. 
The reverse lever preferably consists of the 
two parts TT which are pivotally connected 
by the pivot t, for the lever but are normally 

15 

20 

30 

35 

held rigid with each other by a claw to at 
the inner end of each lever-part which snaps into a V-shaped depressign or notch it in 

40 
lever thus normally acts as a single-piece 
rigid lever, and so far as the above-described 
reversing action is concerned, it could be 
made in a single-piece. With the two-part 

45 
part stationary by its finger piece t and pull 
the other part forward by its finger piece t, 
thereby disengaging the claws to from the de 
pressions t, whereby the lever will be buckled 
and both looped ends remain forward in po 
sition to prevent the feeding action of both 
pawls r". Thus the feed of the ribbons in 
either direction can be stopped and the ma 
chine relieved of this work when it is to be 

55 tased in stencil cutting. The ribbon feed is 
restored by simply shoving one of the parts 
of the reverse lever forward until the two 
parts interlock. As before explained, the 
universal bar L and ribbon vibrator can also 
be thrown out of action for stencil cutting to 

50 

60 
relieve the key levers of the work of actu 
ating the vibrator. The efficiency, of the 
type nechism can therefore be materially 
increased, which is desirable. The described: 
ribbon feed mechanism is inexpensive, posi 65. 

Figs, 3 and 4, press the holding dogs toward. 
the ratcheu wheels. Each dog has an up 

wheel, as shown at the left in Fig. 3, so as 

ribbons to the latter. 

ment ating springst for the holding dogs t are 

the other lever-part, see Figs. 3 and 5. The 

lever, however, the operator can hold one 
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tive, and direct in action, and causes kess friction than the usual trains of bevel gears 
EE employed for the purpose. The 
eed and reversing mechanism is equally 
adapted for use with a single ribbon and 
single pair of spools. In the case of a single 
ribbon, the spools h h' together with the in 
terposed bevel pinions are removed from 
the sleeves r and the single spools slipped on 
the sleeves, the spools having keys to engage 
the key ways in the sleeves, see Fig. 9. 
The automatic ribbon reversing mechan 

ism is preferably constructed as follows: 
U U", Figs. 1-4, represent ribbons guide 
levers having upright arms arranged adja 
cent to the spools for properly leading the 

hese upright arms 
preferably have slots u at', Fig. 1, for the 
two ribbons H. H., one of which slots is 
above and preferably in rear of the other to hold the overlapping portions of the rib 
bons from contact. The guides also have a 
third slot u' for a single ribbon, when such 
is used. The guide levers have horizontal portions pivoted at age on the looped ends 
of the reverse lever TT, and these portions 
have rigid reversing pawls u', the ends of 
which extend down and are adapted to en 
gage with ratchet teeth on the edges of the 
feed pawl carriers r, which are of seg 

shape, and arms at to which the actu 

attached. The tension on the ribbons tends 
to swing the guide levers and throw the re versing pawls t'against the toothed pawl 
carriers, but the swing of the holding dogs 
t is limited by the engagement thereof with 
the ratchet wheels, or of their lugs t" with 
the reversing lever, and the dog springs t 
are strong enough to hold the reversing 
pawls away from the pawl carriers rex 
cept under the stronger pull on the ribbons 
when unwound from one set of spools. The 
one spring to controls both the reversing 
pawl and holding dog. When the ribbons 
are exhausted from the spools at one end, 
the slight increase intension on the ribbons 
acts to swing the guide lever at the winding 
spools and engage its reversing pawl u' with 
the toothed pawl carrier, whereupon the 
pawl carrier, which is positively moved by 
the carriage driving drum through the 
ratchet wheel, swings the guide lever for 
wardly; thereby swinging the reverse lever 
on its pivot and reversing the ribbon feed in 
the same manner as when operating the re 
verse lever manually. This action is assist 
t of the reverse lever on the holding screws 
t'. When the reverse lever is at rest, one 
of these screws bears in its depression, and, 
the other screw on the flat top of the lever 
is first moved, one screw moves up the in 
olined surface of the depression onto the 
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led by the action of the inclined depressions 
12p 

in rear of its depression; and when the lever . 
130 
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flat surface of the lever and the upper end. 
of the other depression is brought beneath 
its screw whereupon the pressure of this in 
clined face on the screw, due to the spring 

5 action of the lever, will swing the lever and. 
complete the reversal of the feed. The 
screw resting on the depression holds the 
reverse lever stationary until the action is 
repeated. During the last part of the for 

so ward movement of the guide lever with the 
end of the reverse lever, on which it is pivot 
ed, its arm u' will strike the wall of the 
spool seat in which it is located and throw 
the reverse pawl u' out of engagement with 

..5 its toothed pawl carrier. The rearward 
movement of the other end of the reverse 
lever will clear the other guide lever from the wall of the spool seat in which it is lo 
cated, so that this guide lever will be ready 

20 for the automatic reversing operation when 
the ribbons are fully wound on the spools 
above it. The reverse is started by the pull 
of the ribbon on its guide lever near the 
winding spools, but the actual Work of shift 

25 ing. the reverse lever is performed by the 
carriage driving drum, so that but slight 
extra strain is applied to the ribbons. The 
reverse is effected by the mechanism at the 
full spools, and there is therefore less strain 

80 on the ribbons than in prior constructions 
in which the ribbon acting through the 
empty spools actuates the reverse. This is 
because the friction on the ribbons at the 
vibrating guides II' assists in holding the 

35 reverse pawl against its toothed pawl car 
rier at the full spools, when the reverse goes 
into action instead of acting, as an addi. 
tional obstruction, as when the reverse is effected at the empty spools. 

40 The parts of the ribbon driving and re 
versing mechanism adjacent to the spools are 
located in the spool seats directly beneath 
the spools, where they can be reached by 
simply removing the spools, while at the 

45 same time they are effectually protected 
from dust. The walls of the spool seats are 
cut out, as shown at W in Figs. 3 and 4, to 
allow the reverse lever with the parts con 
nected thereto to be readily placed in po 50 sition. 
The ribbon vibrating and shifting mech 

port, two guides for separate ribbons sup 
ported by and vibrating with said support, 
means coöperating with parts on said guides 
for shifting the guides to change the rela 
tion of the ribbons, and a third guide for a 
single ribbon constructed to be mounted in 
said support in place of said two guides and 

70 

having means for coöperation with the same. shifting means for shifting the single rib-i 
bon to different 
set forth. 

2. The . combination of a vibrating sup 
positions, substantially as 75 

port, two guides for separate ribbons' sup 
ported by and vibrating with said support' 
and normally holding said ribbons in differ ent planes with a 

printing point, a third guide for a single rib 
ortion of one ribbon in advance of the other with respect to the 

80 

bon constructed to be mounted in said sup port in place of said two guides for the 
separate ribbons, and a single means con 85 
structed for coöperation with parts on each 
of said guides for shifting either of said two 
guides or said third guide to different po 
sitions on said vibrating support, substan tially as set forth. 
3.The combination of a vibrating sup 

port, a ribbon guide supported by and vi brating with said support, a type-operating 
keyboard, and a finger key located at or near 
said keyboard for changing the position of 

90 

95 
said guide on said support, substantially as set forth. 

4. The combination of a vibrating sup port, guides for two ribbons supported by 00 and vibrating with said support, a guide for a single ribbon interchangeable with said 
guides for the two ribbons on the support, 
and a finger key and connections for chang 
ing the position of either of said guides on 
the support, substantially as set fort 

5. The combination of a vibratin Sup 
105 

port, a ribbon guide adjustable to either of . . . 
tyopositions on said support, and a manu ally operated part for shifting the guide 
from one to the other of said positions and 
always acting when moved in the same way 
to shift the guide, substantially as set forth. 

6. The combination of a vibrating sup 
port, a ribbon guide on said support and 
vibrating therewith, and a finger key acting anism described is not restricted to use in alternately. when moved in the same way to connection with the feeding and reversing moye the ribbon guide in opposite directions mechanism described, nor to a typewriting on its support, substantially asset forth. machine of the construction illustrated, and, 

on the other hand, the feeding and revers 
ing mechanisms, can be used with other rib 
bon vibrating; and shifting mechanisms. 
The feeding and reversing mechanisms can g 
also be used in otherforms of machines for operating a single ribbon or a plurality of 
drive sha . . . . . . 
I claim as my inyention: . . . . . . 
1. The combination of a vibrating sup 

, 
ribbons peratively connected to a pair of 

S. : '...' ... . . . . 

port, substantially as set forth. . . . 

: 7. The combination of a vibrating sup 
sport, a guide for a ribbon movable to either 
of two positions on the support, and means 

10 

115. 

20 

normally out of contact with the support or 
guide and acting when moved to change the 

said sup relative position of said guide with i25. 

8. The combination of a vibrating sup: 
port, a ribbon guide adjustably secured 
thereto, a ribbon guide shifting device on 
said support, a finger key, and connections, 130. 
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between said key and said shifting device 
for operating said device to shift the ribbon 
guide on its support, substantially as set 
forth. 

9. The combination of a plurality of vi brating ribbon guides adjustably supported, 
and a shifting device for said guides which 
always acts when moved in the same direc 
tion to change the relative position of said 
guides, substantially as set forth. 

10. The combination of a vibrating sup 
port, a ribbon guide.thereon and vibrating 
there with, means for shifting the guide to 
different positions on said vibrating support 
to cause the guide to vibrate with the sup 
port to and from different positions relative 
to the printing point, and means for holding 
said support to retain the guide stationary 
if one or another relation to the printing 
point, substantially as set forth. 

11. The combination of a vibrating sup 
port, a ribbon guide adjustably secured 
thereon for changing the position of the 
ribbon, means for normally vibrating the 
support and guide to cover and uncover the 
printing point with the ribbon, and means 

30 

85 

45 

50. 

55 

60 

65 

printing 
set forth. -- 

for holding the guide with the ribbon over 
the printing point, substantially as set forth. 

12. The combination of a vibrating sup 
port, a ribbon guide adjustably secured 
thereon, means for normally vibrating the 
support and guide to cover and uncover the 
printing point with the ribbon, means for 
holding the guide from vibration with the 
ribbon over the printing point, and means 
for shifting the ribbon guide when so held, 
substantially as set forth. . 

13. The combination of a vibrating sup 
port, a ribbon guide adjustably secured 
thereto for changing the position of the rib 
bon on said support, means for normally vi 
brating the support to cover and uncover 
the printing point with the ribbon, and 
means for holding the guide with the ribbon 
over the printing point, or at one side of the 

point as desired, substantially as 
14. The combination of a vibrating sup 

port, a ribbon guide on the support, and a 
shifting device and operating key for shift 
ing said guide, said shifting device acting 
between the vibrations of the ribbon and be ing positioned for its next shifting action by 
the first vibration of the support after hav 
E. shifted the guide, substantially as set orth. 

15. The combination of a vibrating ribbon 
support, an actuating universal bar for the 
same, and a single movable part for render 
ing the universal bar inactive and retaining 
said support with the ribbon either covering or uncovering the printing point, substan 
tially as set forth. 

16. The combination of a vibrating Sup 
port, ribbon guides for two ribbons arranged 

933,186 

connected to said guide, and an operating 

said ri 

on the support and each having a printing 
point indicator, and means for shifting the 
guides to expose one of the indicators and 
conceal the other one, substantially as set 
forth. . . . 70 

17. The combination of a vibrating sup 
port, guides for two ribbons arranged on 
said support to hold the edge of one ribbon 
in advance of the other, and spools for the 
ribbons arranged midway between the planes 
of the extremes of movement of the vibrat 
ing ribbons, substantially as set forth. 

18. The combination of a vibrating sup 
port, a ribbon guide thereon, an oscillatory 
shifting device which vibrates with and is 

75 

80 

device for said shifting device which is nor 
mally stationary and is movable to engage 
and oscillate said shifting device to shift. 
said guide on said support, substantially as 
set forth. 

19. The combination of vibrating ribbon 
guides, an oscillatory device which vibrates 
with said guides and has parts engaging the 
guides for changing their relative position, 
a normally stationary rod which is movable 

85 

90 

to engage and oscillate said device, and an 
operating key or part for said rod, substan 
tially as set forth. 

20. The combination of a-vibrating sup 
port, ribbon guides shiftable on said support, 
a disk pivoted on said support and having 
pins engaging said guides, a normally sta 
tionary forked rod which is movable to en 
gage said pins to oscillate said disk, and an 
operating key for said rod, substantially as 
set forth. 

21. In a typewriting machine, the combina 
tion of a ribbon vibrator, a universal bar op 
erated by the finger keys for actuating said 
vibrator, a horizontally sliding locking bar 
which in one position engages and holds said 
universal bar out of reach of the finger keys 
to retain the ribbon in printing position and 
in another position holds said universal bar 

00 

l05 

O 
and also holds said vibrator with the ribbon 
out of printing position, substantially as set 
forth. . . . . . 

22. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
naion of a ribbon vibrator, a universal bar 115 operated by the finger keys for actuating said 
vibrator, said universal bar having a yield 
ing connection with said vibrator whereby 
the vibrator can be moved independently of 
the universal bar, and a locking device which 120 
is movable to place said vibrator with the 
ribbon out of printing position and to hold 
said universal bar stationary, substantially 
as set forth. . 

23. In a typewriting machine, the combi- 125 nation of a plurality of ribbons, and drive - 
mechanism for said ribbons including differ 
ential gearing for equalizing the tension on 

E. substantially as set forth. . 
24. In a typewriting machine, the combi- 130 



on, and differential gearing connecting the 

...: . . . . . . . . . 

nation of spools for a plurality of ribbons, 
and differential gearing connecting said 
spools to equalize the tension on saidribbons, substantially as set forth. 

25. The combination of a ribbon spool driving shaft, spools loosely mounted there 
spools to the shaft, substantially as set forth 

15 

20 

-the spool together, substantially as set forth. 
25 

30 

driving means, a rack meshing with 
35 

other ends of the levers and the spools with 

40 

45 

50 

55. 
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26. A ribbon spool comprising a pair of 
centrally perforated end plates, a shouldered 
tubular hub riveted at one end to one end 
plate, and a spacing tube surrounding the 
hub between the end plates, substantially as set forth. 
27. A ribbon spool comprising a pair of 

centrally perforated end plates, one of said 
plates having a central depression, a tubular 
hub having a head seated in the depression, 
and a spacing tube surrounding the hub be 
tween the end plates, said hub being riveted 
to the other end plate to secure the parts of 

28. In a typewriting machine, the combi nation of carriage driving means, a pinion 
driven thereby, a rack meshing with said 
pinion, a pair of centrally pivoted levers 
connected at one end to the rack to move 
therewith, and a pair of ribbon spools op. 
eratively connected to the other ends of said 
levers, substantially as set forth. . . . . 

29. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of a pinion driven by eig 

e pinion, a pair of centrally pivoted levers 
connected at one end to the rack to move 
therewith, and gear connections between the 
means for alternately connecting and dis 
connecting the spools from the levers, sub 
stantially as set forth. . . . . . . 

30. A ribbon driving mechanism compris 

connected at one end to the spool shafts, a 
rack bar connected to the other ends of said 
levers to move the levers in unison, a rack on 
said bar, and a driven pinion meshing with 
said rack, substantially as set forth. . . . 

31. In a typewriting machine, a ribbon driving mechanism comprising a pair of 
rotary spools, a pair of centrally pivoted 
levers operatively connected at their front 
ends to the spools, carriage driving means, 
a pinion connected thereto, a rackbar mesh 
ing with the pinion and connected to the 
rear ends of said levers, and a roller acting 
to hold the rack in proper relation to the pinion, substantially as set forth.'" 

32. In a typewriting machine, a ribbon driving mechanism comprising a pair of rotary spools, a pair of centrally pivoted 
levers operatively connected at one end to the carriage driving means to cause both 
levers to move at all times with the carriage 
and means for alternately connecting d 

... 
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driving mechanism comprisin 
rotary spools, upright spool shafts journaled 

9 
disconnecting the spools from the other ends 
of the levers, substantially asset forth. 

38. In a typewriting machine, a ribbon 
a pair of 

under said spools, operative connections be 
tween the spools and shafts located under 
the spools and above the journals for the 
shafts, and operative connections between 
the lower ends of the spool shafts and the carriage driving means, substantially as set 
forth. t 

, 34. In a typewriting machine, a ribbon driving mechanism comprising a pair of 
rotary spools, a pair of spool shafts Sup 
porting the spools, a pair of centrally piv; 
oted levers operatively connecting the spool. 
shafts to the carriage driving means whereby 
both spool shafts move at all times with the 
carriage, and means for connecting one shaft : 
with its spool and disconnecting the other 
shaft and spool, substantially asset forth. 
driving mechanism comprising a pinion 
driven by the carriage driving means, a 

to the rack, a pair of spool shafts, gears, cont 
said levers, spools mounted on the shafts, 
ratchet and m 

spools and the shafts, and means for con necting and disconnecting said ratchet and 
pawl connections, substantially as set forth. 
36. In a typewriting machine, a ribbon driving mechanism.comprising a pair of 

spool shafts, spools thereon, power driven 
means for rotating, the spools, clutch coal 
nections between said spool shafts and said 
ower driven means, and a centrally pivoted 

o lever extending from one of said clutch con ing a pair of spool shafts, spools thereon, a - nections to the other and acting when rocked pair of centrally pivoted levers operatively on its pivot to reverse the ribbon feed, sub 
stantially as set forth. . . . . . 

37. In a typewriting machine, a ribbon 
spool shafts, spools thereon, means for driv 
ing the shafts, ratchet and pawl connections 
between the spools and shafts, and a cen trally pivoted lever acting when rocked on 
its pivot to withdraw one paw from its 
ratchet and permit the other pawl to engage 

38. In a typewriting machine, iril driving mechanism comprising a pair of 

necting said shafts with the other ends of 

70 

75 

80 

35. In a typewriting machine, a ribbon 
90 rack meshing with said pinion, a pair of . 

centrally pivoted levers connected at one end 

awl connections between said . . 

100 

105 

110 driving mechanism comprising a pair of 

the other ratchet, substantially asset forth. . 
ribbon 120 

spools, means for driving the spools ratchet 

draw the other pawl when the lever is rocked on its pivot, substantially as set forth. 
39. In a typewriting machine, a ribbon driving mechanism comprising a pair of 130. 

and pawl connections between the spools and 
power driven means, and a - - - - - 
ieyer having curved ends acting to hold one 
of the driving pawls out of contact, with its 125 ratchet and to release said pawl" and with 

centrally pivoted. 

5. 
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spools, driving means for the spools, con 
nections between the . spools and driving 
means, and a reverse lever consisting of two 
parts connected by a central pivot and nor 
mally held rigid with each other and acting 
when rocked on said pivot to disconnect one 
spool from the driving means and permit 
the movement of the other spool with the 
driving means, substantially as set forth. 

40. In a typewriting machine, the com 
bination of a top plate, a ribbon spool at 
each side of the top plate, driving means for 
turning said spools operatively connected to 
the spools, and a reverse lever centrally con 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

having a projecting handle at each side of 
its pivot by which the leyer can be rocked 
to reverse the ribbon feed, substantially as 

40 

45 

nected to the top plate and acting when 
moved to reverse the ribbon driving means, 
substantially as set forth. 

41. In a typewriting machine, the com 
bination of a top plate, a ribbon spool at 
each side of the top plate, ribbon driving 
mechanism consisting of spool shafts, and 
driving means therefor, operative connec 
tions between the spools and shafts, and, a 
reverse lever pivotally connected to the top 
plate and acting when rocked on its pivot 
to reverse the ribbon driving mechanism, 
substantially as set forth. 42. In a typewriting machine, the com 
bination of a top plate, a ribbon spool at 
each side of the top plate, driving means for 
the spools, and a reverse lever centrally con 
nected to the top plate and concealed thereby, 
substantially as set forth. 

43. In a typewriting machine, the com 
bination of a top plate, a ribbon spool at 
each side of the top plate, means for driving 
the spools, and a reverse lever centrally, 
pivoted to the underside of the top plate and 

Set for: . s machine f 44. In a typewriting machine, a pair of ribbon spools, driving means for the spools, 
driving ratchet and pawl connections be 
tween the spools and driving means, dogs for 

50 

55 

engaging said ratchets for holding the spools 
against backward movement, and a single 
centrally pivoted lever located at the front 
E. of the machine for disconnecting oth the driving pawl and holding dog from 
one spool and simultaneously restoring the 
driving pawl and holding dog for the other. 
spool to operative position, substantially as 
set forth. . . . . . ' ' . 

45. In a typewriting machine, a pair of 
spools, ratchets for said spools, power-driven 

60 

pawls for driving the ratchets, reversing 
pawls whose positions are controlled by the 
ribbon but which are power-driven for dis 
connecting the driving pawls from the ratch 
ets, and, a connection between said driving 
awls and controlled by said reversing pawis 
y which one of the driving pawls is moved 

983,188 

to operative position and the other is re 
moved from operative position, substantially 
as set forth. 

spools, power-operated driving means for 
said spools, parts driven by said power 
46 in a typewriting machine, a pair of 

65 

70 
driving means for reversing the feed of the 
spools, a reversing pawl adjacent to each of 
said parts and adapted to be moved into 
operative contact therewith by the tension 
of the ribbon, and a connection between said 
reversing pawls causing them to act alter 
nately to reverse the ribbon feed, substan 
tially as set forth. - 
47. In a typewriting machine, a pair of 

spools, power-driven means for rotating the 
spools, a toothed reversing device for each 
spool driven by said power-driven means, 
a pair of reversing pawls controlled by the 
ribbon to act on said toothed reversin 
vices, and a lever actuated by either of said 

de 

75 

80 

85 
reversing pawls to position the other reyers : 
ing pawl in position to Ege its toothed 
reversing device, substantially as set forth 

48. In a typewriting machine, a pair of 
shafts, a pair of ribbon spools, power-driven 
means for rotating said shafts, a ratchet and 
pawl connection between each spool and one 
shaft, a reversing pawl for engagement with 
versing lever connecting said reversing 
substantially as set forth. - 

49. In a typewriting machine, a pair of 
shafts, a pair of ribbonspools, power-driven 
means for rotating said shafts, a ratchet 
and pawl connection between each spool 

backward movement of each ratchet, a re 
versing y for eggs with a part 
connected to each shaft, and a reversing 
lever supporting both the g and re 
versing pawls, substantially as set forth. 

50. In a typewriting machine, a pair of 
for rotating, said shafts, a ratchet and pawl 
connection between each spool and one shaft, 
a holding pawl to prevent backward move 

pawls and pivotally supporting the same, 

90 

Yapart connected to each shaft, and a re 
95 

10. 

and one shaft, a holding pawl to prevent 

105 

shafts, a pair of spools, power-driven means 
110 

ment of each ratchet, a reversing pawl ad 
holding pawl to the adjacent reversing pawl, 
nd means for operating said reversing 
E. substantially as set forth. 

51. In a typewriting machine, a pair of 
spools, power-driven means for rotating the 
spools, ratchet and pawl connections be 
tween the spools and said driven means, a 
pair of combined ribbon guides and revers 
ing pawls thrown into action by increased 
tension on the ribbon, and connections be 
tween said pawls and said driven means 
for causing said power-driven means to re 
verse the of the ribbon, substantially, 
as set forth. ... 

thereto, a spring connecting each 
115 

120 
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feed of the ri 
has acted, substantially as set forth. 
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52. In a typewriting machine, a pair of 

spools, power-driven means for rotating the 
spools, clutch connections between the spools. 
and power-driven means, a pair of toothed 
parts and pawls for engaging said toothed 
parts to reverse the ribbon feed, and a stop. 
for each pawl to hold it out of aNER 
said toothed E. after having reversed the 

bon until after the other pawl 

spools, power driven means for rotating the 
spools, independent clutch connections be 
twent each spool and said power driven 
means, and automatic means for reversing 
the feed of the ribbon by the power driven 
means, said automatic means being caused to 
act by the increased tension of the ribbon at the winding spool, substantially as set 
forth. . . . . - 

54. In a typewriting machine, a pair of 
spools, power-driven means for rotating the 
spools, independent clutch connections be 
tween each spool, and said power-driven 
means, a reverse lever centrally pivoted be 
tween the spools, and spring detents located 
at opposite sides of the lever pivot, and act 

it. 

ing, alternately on the lever as it is rocked 
on its pivot, substantially as set forth. 

55. In a typewriting machine, a pair of 
ribbon spools, power driven means for rotat 
ing the spools, independent clutch connec 
tions between the spools and said power 
driven means for positively driving either 
one of said spools, and means for disconnect 
ing said, power driven means from both 
spools and causing both spools to remain 53. In a typewriting machine, a pair of idle, substantially as set forth. 

56. In a typewriting machine, a pair of 
ribbon spools, power driven means for rotat 
ing the spools, independent clutch connec 
tions between the spools and said driven 
means, means for vibrating the ribbon to 
and from the printing point, and means for 
rendering both the power-driven rotating 
means and vibrating means inactive, sub 
stantially as set forth. 
Witness my hand, this 1st day of March, 

1907. . . . . . 

EMMIT G. LATTA. . 
Witnesses: 

FRANK E. REID, 
CHESTER W. REID. 
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